Sampler clients see an average 19X sales lift via digitally-targeted sampling campaigns on Kroger.com

Learn More
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[image: ]Reach consumers, grow your brand,
and cultivate loyalty
We help beauty brands meet their objectives
through data-driven sampling experiences
Speak to a Sampling Expert


We partner with leading beauty brands
abeo by Sampler is the trusted digital sampling partner for
hundreds of beauty brands.
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Leverage product trial at key moments
Based on your objectives, we recommend the best channel for sampling
to help drive results at each stage of the buyer journey.

Acquire new high-value consumers and enrich your CRM
+Maximize your reach among new audiences
Meet your ideal consumers via paid channels or Sampler's Audience of Beauty lovers

+Build your brand database
Capture CRM opt-in's and enable future communication

+Fuel personalized remarketing
Collect first-party data, such as skin and hair-type

Let's talk about sampling for acquisition
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+Nurture shoppers who are demonstrating interest in your brand
Seamlessly integrate samples into brand.com experiences

+Capture lost revenue
Promote sample offers as a way to win back disengaged consumers

Let's talk about middle of funnel sampling

Leverage samples for consumer retention and loyalty
+Tap into your audience of loyalty members and past purchasers as a tactic for cross-sell
Integrate samples into  your brand SMS and Newsletter

Let's talk about sampling for loyalty
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abeo by Sampler features beauty brands love

End-to-end sampling solutions in partnership with Arcade Beauty

Seamless omnichannel product experiences with the flexibility to optimize channel strategy in real time

Advanced targeting capabilities powered by first-party data


Consumer sampling insights to fuel strategic remarketing campaigns, boosting post-trial conversion rates

Automated, personalized journeys that enable you to nurture the relationship before, during, and post-trial

Authentic feedback from surveys, UGC, and ratings and reviews



Introducing...
[image: ]Omnichannel product experiences for beauty brands.
Harness our expertise working with hundreds of beauty brands on digitally integrated, cross-channel campaigns.



How a Luxury Beauty Brand used digital sampling to supercharge their new product launch and gain robust consumer insights



How IT Cosmetics used samples of their best-selling product to drive new consumer acquisition



How a leading skincare brand reached a 68% email opt-in rate through a targeted sampling program





See all success stories
Let's talk best practices
Read the latest from our team of experts.


How to Launch a New Product: Product Launch Checklist



CPG Innovation: 7 Ways to Keep Your Competitive Edge in 2024



How to Accelerate eCommerce with Sampling




See all blog post

Meet your objectives with digital product sampling
Connect with one of our sampling experts today

Speak to a Sampling Expert
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[image: ]Subscribe to our newsletter
Receive digital sampling resources, product updates, and success stories from brands similar to yours.



Thanks for subscribing!
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